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Abstract

Embedded system testing involves testing an integration of software and hardware. It is increasingly difficult to evaluate the functionality of each module within a short time because of the increasing number of tests required. In this paper, a novel stepwise methodology involving the use of an automated compilation test system (ACTS) is proposed, to improve the quality of testing and optimize the testing time using automation. Using the proposed method, the testing coverage can be maximized, while minimizing the manual work and testing time required. This ACTS was used to automate the test code compilation and execution for different hardware modules. The proposed method significantly saved the testing time by approximately 56.42%, compared to the existing method, while ensuring quality testing performance.
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1. Introduction

An embedded system is an electronically controlled system with an integration of hardware and software. It consists of software application layers that utilize services provided by underlying system service and hardware support layers. A typical embedded system application consists of multiple layers and user tasks, which have different functionalities. Hence, in the design of embedded systems, the interactions among these different layers play very important roles.

There are two important classes of embedded systems, which are safety critical embedded system and technical scientific algorithm-based embedded system [1]. In addition, host-based embedded devices and target-based embedded devices are sub-classifications of embedded systems [2]. On the other hand, testing is an important process that is executed to identify any possible defect present in a system using different debugging methods. Testing needs to be run on an embedded system to determine the functionality of the system and ensure quality within the system development process [3], [4].

Errors may occur during the communication between hardware and software as embedded systems consist of both hardware and software. Moreover, defects that are detected in the later stage of system development may affect the product quality as well as lead to higher cost of resolution. Therefore, it is important to develop a timesaving testing technique to detect any possible interaction faults that may occur.

In this research, a testing methodology consisting of black box and white box testing is presented for testing embedded systems. This method can be used to automate testing and improves the quality of testing by reducing the testing time and maximizing the overall
coverage. Furthermore, it can help to prioritize the test case based on the test coverage and defect area to prepare for the regression test.

2. Materials and Methods

A. Embedded System Testing

Embedded System Design. An embedded system is typically designed with an assortment of software and hardware to perform specific tasks in computational environments. It is usually constructed with the least powerful computer that can meet the functional and performance requirements. Embedded systems generally use microprocessors that combine multiple functions of a computer on a single device. Figure 1 shows the typical structure of an embedded system in terms of four layers, where the first three layers consist of software, and the fourth consists of one layer of hardware.

Two operating systems, namely Linux and Windows Embedded, are popularly used to enable the implementation of embedded systems [5]. Most, but not all, embedded systems are real-time systems in which the correctness of an operation not only depends on its accuracy of functionality but also on the timing of the produced result. Embedded platforms are designed based on complex integrated systems, which involve different multitasking environments. In real-time embedded systems, each component can perform several different tasks at the same time, and this dramatically increases the interactions across components [6]. During the integration of different layers, if the interactions between components are not fully tested, unexpected results may occur and lead to more critical problems. Additionally, the temporal behavior is another important functional behavior in the real-time systems [7], [8]. For real-time embedded system, all requests involved must be handled and completed within the allocated period after the event has been triggered. Some general characteristics of embedded systems [9], [10], which have been observed from common experience, are discussed in the following sections:

![Figure 1. Structure of an Embedded System [4]](image)

Platform dependent. Most embedded software systems are not tested in a single runtime environment. Because of the hardware-dependent characteristics of an embedded software, different test results may be obtained when the test is run on host or target environment [11]-[14]. Therefore, the embedded system must be tested in both host and target environments to enhance the test coverage; however, this increases the test development cost, and test distribution to both host and target environments is time-consuming.

Accuracy of response. To determine the accuracy of an embedded system in meeting the pre-requirements, the system performance can be used as an indicator. Moreover, the response time taken for the request to complete a single transaction can be another suitable indicator to obtain the accuracy of embedded system [15].

Limited resources (memory usage). Memory is an important element to consider during the design of an embedded system because of the limited memory allocated for different tasks.

Software Testing. Software testing is a process of developing and executing a test plan or written program with given inputs to ensure the program runs as designed and without errors. It is one of the important stages in system development, as it represents the final stage of validation of design and specification. An ideal software testing can identify any possible error with minimum execution time and maximum test coverage.

Software testing plays an important role in reducing any possible operating cost caused by a defect injected in the requirement specification and prevents such defect from persisting to the final stage of a product life cycle. Inadequate validation of the software system may lead to higher fixing cost. The condition can be worse if the defect is found in the field and requires recalling product from customers [16]-[18]. A successful and effective testing process reduces a defect lifecycle as short as possible; thus, most testing processes are involved in the early stage of development process.

Software testing should be carefully planned to develop an effective test strategy and avoid any major financial loss that can arise from poor planning [19]-[21]. During the software testing planning, the test strategy should be focused on balancing both testing costs and test coverage based on the criterion of maximum allowable defects [22], [23]. In general, software testing can be divided into two different categories, which are black box testing and white box testing [24], [25]-[27]. Both testing methodologies have their merits and demerits, depending on the testing requirements and scope. Furthermore, some important principles in software testing can affect the outcome and efficiency of the
overall testing process, and they include: 1) Test case must be developed based on the requirements of the system; 2) A test case must contain a clear definition of the expected output or results; 3) Invalid and unexpected as well as valid and expected input conditions must be written in a test case; 4) A test case should be able to examine a program to check if it behaves as expected; 5) Created test cases should be repeatable for use in regression testing; 6) Every test result should be inspected and analyzed thoroughly. A test case must always be designed with the aim of finding a defect.

B. Design of Embedded System Testing Technique
An automated system was designed to improve the quality of testing by way of reducing the testing time, compared to manual testing, while optimizing (maintaining or improving) the overall test coverage. The design structure of the proposed test methodology comprises the following stages: 1) Analysis of system design; 2) Requirement specification; 3) Test code compilation and execution using a combination of different testing methods; 4) Test case prioritization; 5) Test sequence review.

A state diagram that presents the flow of the design structure is shown in Figure 2. By planning through the state diagram, every objective of the stages involved in the design architectures can be effectively achieved.

In the first stage, system design analysis, the overall design architecture of the system is analyzed. The terminologies of the communication between hardware and software are investigated to help in mastering the software development involved in the embedded system testing.

In the requirement specification phase, different environments of software code development platform are described and discussed in detail. In addition, the differences between different testing methods are identified to help in drafting test plans that can improve test coverage.

In the phase of test code compilation using a combination of different testing methods, different testing methodologies from both black box and white box testing are used to develop the most effective testing method. An automated compilation test system (ACTS) is proposed to automate the overall compilation process, which saves a lot of time, compared to manual testing.

In the test cases prioritization phase, test results are analyzed using tables and graphs. Afterward, the performances of both test compilation and execution are evaluated based on the total consumed time to further prioritize the test case for subsequent regression tests [28].

In the final stage of the proposed methodology, that is, test sequence review, test sequences are reviewed to determine a more effective testing flow for regression test. The goal of the review is to maximize the test coverage with minimum execution time.

Additionally, a PXIe embedded controller and several PXIe modular products from Keysight Technologies are used in the overall embedded system testing [29]. M9037A is a 3U, four-slot PXIe embedded controller from Keysight Technologies. One of the hardware configuration setups that was used to implement the proposed methodology in testing an embedded system is shown in Figure 3. In this setup, Keysight M9037A embedded controller is installed in the slot 1 of Keysight M9018A PXIe chassis together with M9381A vector signal generator and M9391A vector signal analyzer in slot 2 to slot 9.

Figure 2. State Diagram of the Proposed Methodology

Figure 3. Hardware Configuration Setup
Test Code Compilation: Black Box Testing Method.
In the proposed test methodology, all-pairs testing, which is also known as pairwise testing, is used. This testing approach takes all possible discrete combinations of the parameter available in the test code using a combinatorial method. The total configuration combinations that are available in this embedded system testing approach are shown in Table 1.

For each programming language, there are three possible solution platforms, two solution configurations, and two configuration modes; hence, the total number of test cases to cover all possible combinations is 12 configurations (3 × 2 × 2 = 12) for every project file. After listing all possible discrete configurations, another testing method from white box testing, which is known as decision coverage testing, is used to further reduce the number of configurations needed to be tested.

Test Code Compilation: White Box Testing Method.
The decision coverage testing approach is used to examine the internal structure of a project file to determine the valid solution platform before the test code compilation. This can ensure that every possible configuration from each decision point is executed at least once, thereby ensuring that all test configurations are covered thoroughly [30]. The flowchart of this decision coverage method that is applied in the test code compilation process is shown in Figure 4.

At the beginning of the process, the internal structure of the project file is read and examined. In the analysis process, the validity of every solution platform is examined, and for each valid platform, the compilation process is executed to ensure that no error occurs during the test code compilation. The result of each compilation is then processed and analyzed to export a proper and more readable test result.

According to the flowchart in Figure 4, first, the validity of “x86” solution platform is examined. If it is valid, the compilation process will be executed before proceeding to the next solution platform, which is “x64” platform checking. On the contrary, if the solution platform is not valid, the next solution platform will be checked. In summary, the whole solution platform checking process will be repeated until all four solution platforms have been examined. For each valid solution platform, the compilation process will be performed before checking the next solution platform.

Automated Compilation Test System. Generally, by implementing the proposed ACTS, an embedded system testing with different hardware modules can be tested based on the automated testing flowchart as shown in Figure 5. Here, most of the manually performed actions in the existing testing methods are automated to save the testing time and improve the quality of result.

Table 1. Configuration System

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Solution Platform</th>
<th>Solution Configuration</th>
<th>Configuration Mode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>(Win32/x86)</td>
<td>Debug</td>
<td>Simulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>x64</td>
<td>Release</td>
<td>Hardware</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Any CPU</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4. Decision Coverage Flowchart

Figure 5. ACTS Flowchart
Based on this automated testing flowchart, instead of launching the test code project file in MS Visual Studio one by one, the designed compilation tool is first launched. Afterward, a location path is specified, and all available test code project files are scanned and listed under a list box table. From the list box table, all project files are selected, and test code compilation is automatically performed. After the test code compilation is completed, all created execution files are automatically run without any user interaction. Finally, the compilation and execution test results that have been saved in text file format are analyzed together. In the proposed test methodology, the overall testing process is not repeated; hence, the testing time is less.

Furthermore, this software-based test methodology eliminates any restriction or dependency on instruments, and hence, its implementation is more flexible to the user.

3. Results and Discussion

The ACTS, which was developed in this research, has been fully utilized to reduce the manual testing time that is required in the overall embedded system testing process.

In an embedded system, different hardware modules were used to validate the integration of the hardware and software in the system. Every hardware module was developed with its own software driver to enable communication between the embedded controller and the individual hardware modules.

In every software driver of the hardware module, several test codes, which are also known as example codes, had been developed by the respective software driver developer. These test codes were developed in different languages such as C, C++, C#, and Visual Basic (VB) to provide different testing platforms. Moreover, every test code was developed with distinct functionalities to test the different integrations between the hardware and software.

**Test Code compilation.** From the compilation result, different analyses can be performed to further understand the status of the compilation test. Examples of some analyses that were performed on the M9018A compilation result are summarized in Table 2. From Table 2, a graph analysis can be further implemented to obtain a better overview of the compilation test result to help in regression test planning. Based on the respective solution platforms in Table 2, where each platform has two solution configurations (“Debug” and “Release”), project files for C and C++ will have four outputs, while project files for C# and VB will have six outputs. In other words, the total numbers of “pass” and “fail” must match the total outputs for each project file.

Figure 6 demonstrates that for the same hardware module, only a slight difference existed between the project file or test code compilation times in both the simulation and hardware modes, as both modes were compiled using the same test code. Since the test code compilation is hardware-independent, both simulation mode and hardware mode did not significantly affect the compilation time.

**Test Code Execution.** After the project file or test code compilation, all execution files that were created during the compilation process were searched and executed using

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project File</th>
<th>Platform</th>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AgM9018_CppIviC_Monitor</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AgM9018_CppIviC_Trigger</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPP_M9018Monitor</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPP_M9018Trigger</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS_M9018Monitor</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS_M9018Trigger</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VB_M9018Monitor</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VB_M9018Trigger</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Remarks: P – Pass; F – Fail

Figure 6. Compilation Time Analysis for Different Modules
ACTS. All result contents which were generated from the execution files were saved and exported to a result file in text format. In addition, the total execution time that was required to complete the overall execution process was recorded in the result file as an indicator element to be used in regression test planning.

Besides the test execution result, the execution time needed for test code execution of different hardware modules using the ACTS were recorded to show the comparison between different hardware modules. Afterward, graph analysis was performed to display a clearer overview of the result (Figure 7).

Figure 7 shows that the execution times for all execution files created during the compilation process were longer when ran in hardware mode, compared to simulation mode. Different hardware modules had different execution times, depending on the total project files available for each module and the complexity of the test code developed. In this case, the M938xA module was not included in the comparative analysis because of the high contrast between its execution time in the hardware mode compared to other modules.

Comparison between different methods. Every hardware module had different project files that were developed with different customized test codes. Moreover, different test codes may have different complexities, which can affect the total compilation and execution times. Through the experiment and implementation of ACTS on different hardware modules, the obtained average times consumed are compared in Table 3.

This comparison table shows the total testing time, including compilation and execution times, for the project files. Since every project file had different compilation and execution times because of different design structures, an average time was taken to make a general comparison between the existing manual testing method and the proposed automated testing method. For 30 configurations, the average time consumed for both compilation and execution using ACTS was calculated through the result analysis.

From Table 3, the total time saved by implementing the proposed methodology in a system of 30 configurations was around 1388 seconds, which is around 56.42% of the time consumed using the existing method. In other words, time consumption was greatly improved. Moreover, all manual or manpower-operated testing, including test code compilation and execution, in the existing method are automated in the proposed test system. In the existing method, because of the large-number of configurations that are involved for every single hardware module, a lot of time and manpower are consumed for solution platform and solution configuration switching. Hence, the implementation of the proposed methodology not only saves time but also saves manpower resources.

Furthermore, the test compilation result which was saved in csv format further reduced the extra work of reinserting the result manually. Through the graph analysis, the total number of tests that were “pass” or “fail” can be easily identified. For example, in Table 2, the compilation test passes in C# and VB but fails in C and C++. With this type of graph analysis, testing can be prioritized to focus on the failing area during regression test planning [31].

Although the testing sequence can be prioritized based on this graph, it still depends on the testing team to decide whether to continue testing on project files from C# and VB to ensure the resolution implemented do not affect or cause any breakdown on the existing test status. The continuous testing of all project files can help to maintain the stability of the software by ensuring no new error is introduced into the system after the changes are implemented.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3. Testing Method Comparison Table</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Testing Phase</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test code compilation and execution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Result analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Result analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test case prioritization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total time (seconds)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total improvement (%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Remarks: EM – Existing method
Other than this, an execution file that is compiled in the simulation mode will output a predefined value that is hardcoded in the development codes. While for an execution file compiled in the hardware mode, interaction between the hardware and software will be first established before starting data retrieval from the hardware module or making data changes on the hardware module. In general, execution time for execution file in hardware mode is longer than in simulation mode, as in the former, there are interactions between the hardware and software involved in the overall process. Furthermore, the possibility of acquiring an error is higher in hardware mode compared to simulation mode, which makes the testing in hardware mode more important than that in simulation mode.

From the results and conducted analyses, the implementation of the proposed methodology improved the testing process by way of reducing the required testing time and manpower resources while ensuring quality testing performance from both software and hardware perspectives.

4. Conclusion

In this study, an ACTS comprising both black box and white box testing methods is proposed to enhance testing effectiveness. In the system, test case prioritization and test sequence review are performed after the test execution to help in planning an effective regression testing. Moreover, several functional modules were developed in batch command script and C# programming language to help in completing the whole research. For proof of concept, the proposed method was implemented on different hardware modules in an embedded system, where the general characteristics of this method were exhibited. The implementation of the proposed method resulted in significant time saving, as most of the actions in the existing manual testing were automated; hence, a testing time reduction of around 56.42%, compared to the existing method, was realized, while maintaining the same coverage. Through different analyses using table and graphs, it was demonstrated that this proposed methodology can be effectively implemented for embedded system testing.
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